
EMAIL ONE

Subject: Confirm Your Subscription: HAPPINESS 360 GUIDE


Hi [First Name],


You have signed up to get access to our Happiness 360 Guide led by TG. 

In order to get started:

Please Confirm Your Subscription


Thank You Again For Being Here!


Stay Healthy, Happy & Whole,
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Traciana Graves
Founder & CEO
The Visionary Leader Network















EMAIL TWO
Subject: Happiness 360  Guide! Let’s get started!

Hello  [First Name],

So happy you opted in!

I hope you’re ready to tap into your potential and conquer the world. Because I am! And I’ll be taking you with me.

Thank you for signing up for 

In addition to the Happiness 360  Guide, you will also receive The VLNetwork Happiness 360 newsletter , where my team and I drop the latest content to help you FEARLESSLY LISTEN in order to achieve breakthroughs in your personal and professional life. 

We’re about to go on a wild ride to do new and big things!

So without further ado- here’s a link to download the guide that I personally utilize to tap into my purpose and possibilities  every day.

What’s Next?
Please whitelist this email address to make sure you don’t miss out on any of the exciting emails coming your way.

This is important! Based on your subscription preferences, we are going to start sending you valuable resources to start practicing, and you can't read them if they end up in your spam folder!
 
In addition to receiving updates about new articles, podcasts and videos, you’ll also receive notifications about new training, workshops, and events to help you achieve extraordinary breakthroughs in your personal and professional life.

If you’re not sure how to whitelist, check out this page for a brief tutorial. 


Stay Healthy, Happy & Whole,
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Traciana Graves
Founder & CEO
The Visionary Leader Network


P.S. In the meantime, I wanted to invite you for tea. In my exclusive Tea with Traciana  Facebook group, I take visionaries behind the scenes of my business, leadership philosophy, our Summit Guests, and celebrity interviews. Whether you drink your tea hot, iced cold, with sugar or stevia, join us for fearless conversations about all the things that matter. 









 when we are ready link the PS copy and link to where the course will be. 
	(PS do deeper-- Have you been enjoying this -- do you want to go deeper with this buy this supplementary course-- you can go deeper into this topic with the supplementary course - buy here)

THEY THEN GET THE VLN HAPPINESS 360 Newsletter funnel -- 1C EMAIL


Stop here-- this is for  supplemental  course EMAIL THREE

SCHEDULING IS TO BE DONE 24 HOURS AFTER EMAIL TWO

Subject: Next Steps For Leveraging Your Free Toolkit  

Hey [First Name], it’s Traciana again :)

I promised you earlier that we’re about to go on a wild ride doing new and big things! In order to be the most efficient in what we’re doing, I wanted to take a moment to send you through the best practices for making the most of your Tea With Traciana Daily Prompts Toolkit!

Instructions
For a few minutes each day for the next 6 days, you’ll be taking time to reflect on any limiting beliefs that may be hindering your personal and business potential. 

Each day comes with a prompt meant to challenge your current way of thinking and push you to vividly define your goals and what obstacles have been preventing you from reaching them.

It is important to be honest with yourself here. You are the only person who will see these answers and the results you get from these exercises will depend on how sincerely you answer these questions. 
One Last Thing…
With those instructions out of the way, I just want to say again that so glad you chose to opt-in! Here’s a sneak peek at what else is in store after you finish The Principles-First Technique. 

As you start receiving the The Traciana Times newsletter, you’ll get a real look at what life is like managing a growing business. All the nitty-gritty details they don’t talk about on stage.

As you tune in, you’ll see how I apply strategies to scale business in real-time and learn exactly how to build a loyal tribe of your own!

But you won’t just be a fly on the wall. Teatime will include more free gifts, weekly emails, unfiltered behind-the-scenes realities, and unparalleled expertise.

I’m so excited to have you here and I can’t wait to see how your story unfolds.


Stay Healthy, Happy & Whole,
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Traciana Graves
Founder & CEO
The Visionary Leader Network
TheVLNetwork.com


EMAIL FOUR

Subject: Hi First Name, How Are Your Tea With Traciana Daily Prompts Going?  

Hi [First Name],

I wanted to check in to make sure you have intentionally taken a moment to download The Tea With Traciana Daily Prompts Toolkit: One Week of Fearlessly Listening to Your Best Self Guide and Mini-Course! 

I am excited you have joined me on a wild ride to doing new and big things!

If you haven’t had a chance to download this powerful gift, here’s the link to download the toolkit I personally utilize to tap into my passion every day.

Before you go - never keep something good to yourself. Pay it forward by letting your friends know about this incredible toolkit. Maybe you can help them tap into their potential and passion as I did.

[EMAIL TO A FRIEND BUTTON]


Thanks again for being here.

In Gratitude,
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Traciana Graves
Founder & CEO
The Visionary Leader Network








EMAIL FOUR B (if the user doesn’t send the referal email to his/her friend within 36 hours)

Subject: Toolkit Check In And Paying It Forward

Hi [First Name],

I know you are super busy and oftentimes our many responsibilities can get in the way of moving forward with our big picture goals. To that end I wanted to ensure that you have:

	Taken a moment to download this powerful gift - here’s the link to download The Tea With Traciana Daily Prompts Toolkit 
	 Made a mental note to allocate 10 minutes a day for the next 6 days to complete these powerful daily exercises.
	Pay it forward by letting your friends know about this incredible toolkit. Maybe you can help them tap into their potential and passion as I did.

In Gratitude,
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Traciana Graves
Founder & CEO
The Visionary Leader Network


---EMAIL FOUR C ( as soon as the user does send the referal email to his/her friend)


Subject: A Big Thank You! 

Hello [First Name], It’s Traciana, 

I just wanted to take a brief moment to say THANK YOU for referring a friend to the The Tea With Traciana Daily Prompts Toolkit! 

Your Support Means The World to Us!

In Gratitude,
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Traciana Graves
Founder & CEO
The Visionary Leader Network






EMAIL FIVE

Subject: Welcome To Tea With Traciana Community- Here Are Your Next Breakthrough Steps

Hello [First Name],

I hope you’re beginning to gain greater insight on what aspects of your personal life keep you from achieving ultimate entrepreneurial, creative, and/or personal successes with our FREE Tea With Traciana: Week of Daily Prompts Toolkit! 

If you haven’t downloaded the toolkit yet, download yours today to start preparing for unprecedented profit, influence, + success.
CLICK HERE FOR YOUR FREE COPY!

Wherever you are in this process, don’t worry - I will continue to provide you with Power Action Strategies to help you quickly make the most of this exclusive resource a little bit at a time throughout the next 5 days. 

In today’s email, I  wanted to take this time to let you know exactly how and why I created my Tea With Traciana exclusive Facebook Group and the Tea with Traciana: Week of Daily Prompts Toolkit for you.

About Me
(My official, well-known bio)

Hi, as many of you may know, my name is Traciana Graves.
I am... 

A Mentor. 
A Mindful Multi-media Entrepreneur. 
And The Creator of the Fearless Listening™ Leadership Methodology.


Voted by The Huffington Post as one of "America's Most Fearless Women," for the work that I have done in leadership, workforce, and personal development - I am a native New Yorker who grew up between Harlem & Paris. My insights are regularly featured on national media outlets. In addition, I am a single mom to teenage son, a tea aficionado, and an unsuccessfully recovering Virgo.

I am also the founder of The Visionary Leader Network™, my most recent and boldest venture, a one-of-a-kind global media and training platform dedicated to supporting visionaries in the entrepreneurial and corporate spheres to achieve greater profits, faster progress, and deeper personal connection. 

Over the years, I have come to believe that by, “using the unique power of our voice, we have the power to change the world”. During the past two decades, I have been on a personal quest to do so. This quest has driven me to use my voice in a series of uncommon ways to facilitate the changes I believe are critical to embody. 
Some of My Key Street Credentials
The uncommon ways that my personal quest has driven me to use my voice include, as an internationally acclaimed vocalist (former background vocalist for Celine Dion and six-time Grammy award-winners Steel Pulse), a motivational speaker, an organizational development consultant, and a digital activist. During the past two decades, I have developed curriculum and training programs for executives, entrepreneurs, educators, and young people in both homeless shelters and prisons.

Along the way, I have discovered how to best leverage my practical experiences with the research I accomplished during my academic tenure at the Sorbonne, Georgetown University, and New York University. This discovery has been the foundation in my development of The Fearless Listening™ Leadership Methodology. I developed this work as a powerful process for unlocking the hidden human potential within - including my own.
My Personal Core Manifesto
While working throughout the country to share this work with fortune 500 companies, the WNBA, and hundreds of higher education institutions, I have developed two key insights by which I live:

	First, it is essential to achieve self-actualization in the midst of realizing professional excellence
	Secondly, to develop and sustain a cult following, it is critical to develop Listening Leadership™ Cultures, as we cannot ignore the humanness that is at play in every move and decision each of makes
The Boldest Application of My Core Manifesto Yet!
As an extension of the deep work I have accomplished with leaders in the private and corporate sectors, I founded The Visionary Leader Network™ (The VLNetwork™) as the place visionary leaders go to achieve greater profits, faster progress, and deeper personal connection. I am pleased to make The VLNetwork available to the public. 

The VLNetwork is unlike other business platforms, who niche down their content to business strategies, as they cut out the human conversations that unite us all. The VLNetwork’s media and training properties, which include blogs, original web docu-series, and podcasts, work to “get to the story behind the story” by acknowledging the human factors that unite and motivate us.

The Stuff I Rarely, if Ever, Shared…
What most people do not know is that, for so much of my life, I was plagued with numerous obstacles that made the goals that I have surpassed today seem IMPOSSIBLE. There were, in fact, an extreme amount of circumstances that contributed to my inability to access and live in my power including the pressure of being a single mother and barrage of people who told me I would never be successful as an entrepreneur, to name just a few. 

I also struggled with a FIERCE inner critic. If all of that wasn’t heavy enough, I carried a lurking sense of indescribable fear around in my waking and sleeping hours that I had been unable to shake.

For more years than I can count, I was convinced I would NEVER experience, in either my personal or professional life, the feeling of being valued, fulfilled, or sustainably happy. Beneath my fabulous game - I put on facades perfectly - I was not living in my power.

Now, Onto my Favorite Part of my Story
In spite of everything working against me - including myself - with my hunger, desperation, and angst as a single mother working as a powerful driving force, I began my journey towards turning my life around.

I learned to access my power. 

I discovered how to leverage my purpose to realize my potential. 

I even developed a ROBUST process (The Fearless Listening™ Methodology I mentioned earlier).

I created a process to APPLY and INTEGRATE this methodology with the help of amazing mentors and coaches from their various areas of expertise, to transform EVERY area of my life and to THRIVE in my entrepreneurial ventures.

Back to my Life as it is Today
This journey has developed into my FIERCE passion to help you achieve extraordinary breakthroughs in your own business and life. I could think of no better way to begin doing so than by making the work I have been doing in the private sector available to the general public. I am now in the third - and boldest - venture of my life - applying this unique process that I have honed to create my most ambitious empire yet, the Visionary Leader Network (VLN).

Under the VLN umbrella, you’ll find digital happenings, celebrity sightings, stage opportunities, corporate trainings, and entrepreneur mentoring. Daily, you’ll be able to take a sip of Tea with Traciana, where I unpack my musings from all of this, bringing you the spiritual “haul” associated with fearless listening in action as I host extraordinary conversations with influencers, celebs, and visionaries. You will also have access to virtual global gatherings of some of my favorite influencers in a gloss-free, weekly, interactive experience that provides YOU with the type of heart, genius, and entrepreneurial success that I spent much of my life searching for. I am dedicated to sharing the secrets of success that no one ever told me and the secrets I’ve picked up along the way with you.
 
You’ll see first-hand how that informs my own best practices to build an empire with a bold, authentic, cult-tribe following.  


Your Visionary for A Better Start-Up Success, 
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Traciana Graves
Chief Visionary & Founder of:
TheVLNetwork.com
TeaWithTraciana.com


P.S. Once again, in case you haven’t had a chance to accept my invitation for tea, please take a moment to join. In my exclusive Tea with Traciana Facebook Group, I take visionaries behind the scenes of my business, leadership philosophy, our Summit Guests and celebrity interviews.Whether you drink your tea hot, iced cold, with sugar or stevia, join us for fearless conversations about all the things that matter.  



EMAIL 5


EMAIL TWO WEEK  CHECK-IN
[Scheduling: two  weeks after the previous email at the set time]



Subject Line: Just Checking In - How Are You Enjoying Your Toolkit? 

Hello [CONTACT’S NAME],
 
It’s been almost two weeks since you signed up for Tea With Traciana: Week of Daily Prompts Toolkit! 

How’s everything working out for you? 
 
By now you should be experiencing how Tea With Traciana: Week of Daily Prompts Toolkit  has helped you to tap into a deeper sense of fearlessness, passion, and purpose that support you in achieving major breakthroughs in your business and/or life.

As promised, you will also receive the Traciana Times, my weekly digest where I will drop the latest content to help you FEARLESSLY achieve breakthroughs in your business and your life. Also, as a bonus you will also receive the bi-monthly special edition of The Visionary Times where my team and I release the highlights from our most requested original multimedia resources.

Now there’s just one more thing I wanted to mention...we love hearing from you. We love receiving feedback and having our community members tell us what else they’d like from us. 

I hope you’ll feel comfortable reaching out to us with any thoughts, questions, concerns, suggestions, etc. Our best contact info is Admin@TheVLNetwork.com.   


Thanks for being part of the family!


In Gratitude,
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Traciana Graves
Chief Visionary & Founder of:
TheVLNetwork.com
TeaWithTraciana.com




















EMAIL 6  (DO NOT send this email out yet - it will be sent at a later time.)
48 Hour Reminder

Status: Draft
Subject: We’re About To Get Rolling (Details Inside)

[First Name],

Thanks again for signing up or The Tea With Traciana Daily Prompts Toolkit: One Week of Fearlessly Listening to Your Best Self Guide and Mini-Course!  My next bonus mini-master class session designed to help you leverage this toolkit for is just 2 days away!

If you haven’t got access to the platform where I will be broadcasting all of the sessions, you can access it here.
 +tgraves@thevlnetwork.com
_Assigned to Traciana Graves_  Email 6 is still on Draft, take a look at it please  Email 6 is still on Draft, take a look at it please +tgraves@thevlnetwork.com 
Mark your calendar for  when I will be hosting a kickoff session. This session will give you the opportunity to get familiar with the format, ask any questions you might have, and get things rolling.

I am so glad you are with us!

See you on the inside.

In Gratitude,
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Traciana Graves
Chief Visionary & Founder of:
TheVLNetwork.com
TeaWithTraciana.com
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